New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System

If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Bradley, Kaliane. *The Ministry of Time*
- Carr, Flora. *The Tower*
- Chambers, Essie. *Swift River*
- Chevalier, Tracy. *The Glassmaker*
- Clinch, Jon. *The General and Julia*
- Elmendorf, Dana. *In the Hour of Crows*
- Foley, Lucy. *The Midnight Feast*
- Fuentes, Marcela. *Malas*
- Gardener, Meg. *Shadow Heart*
- Gates, Eva. *The Stranger in the Library*
- King, Stephen. *You Like It Darker*
- Leigh, Melinda. *On Her Watch*
- Newman, Catherine. *Sandwich*
- Steel, Danielle. *Only the Brave*
- Takacs, Joselyn. *Pearce Oysters*
- Tripp, Dawn. *Jackie*
- Vercher, John. *Devil Is Fine*

Non-Fiction

- Ascher, Laura. *Natural Remedies for Your Home & Health*
- Hurley, Kay. *Lichenpedia*
- Jawad, Yumna. *The Feel Good Foodie Cookbook: 125 Recipes Enhanced with Mediterranean Flavors*
- Newby, Kris. *Bitten: The Secret History of Lyme Disease and Biological Weapons*
- Upholt, Boyce. *The Great River: The Making & Unmaking of the Mississippi*

YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- Adeyemi, Tomi. *Children of Anguish and Anarchy*
- Bell, Crystal. *The Lamplighter*
J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Kagawa, Julie. *Storm Dragons: Lightningborn*
- Pilkey, Dav. *Cat Kid: Comic Club on Purpose*
- Sutherland, Tui T. *The Wings of Fire: The Flames of Hope*
- Walsh, Jenni L. *Operation: Happy*

Picture Books

- Anthony, William. *Pets*
- Anthony, William. *Picnic*
- Barkman, Rod. *Can I Kick It?*
- Barkman, Rod. *Get the Bill*
- Barkman, Rod. *We Can Go*
- Barkman, Rod. *A Ticket to...*
- Bean, Jonathan. *This Is My Home, This Is My School*
- Dean, Kimberly & James. *Pete the Cat For Class President!*
- Taplin, Sam; illustrated by Gareth Lucas. *Play Hide & Seel with Zebra*
- Thompson, Sam. *Hop a Lot!*
- Tyler, Madeline. *Ben Can Run, Bell Can Run!*
- Tyler, Madeline. *Kick It, Kim!*

Large Print

- Thompson, Victoria. *Murder in Rose Hill*

Video (DVD)

- *Home Alone*
- *Mulan (2020)*
- *Thumbelina*
- *Tinker Bell and the Fairy Rescue*
- *Tinker Bell and the Lost Treasure*

Games

- *Munchkin Apocalypse*